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Abstract: Construction grammar organizes its basic elements of description,
its constructions, into networks that range from concrete, lexically-filled
constructions to fully schematic ones, with several levels of partially schematic
constructions in between. However, only few corpus studies with a constructionist
background take this multi-level nature fully into account. In this paper, we
argue that understanding language variation can be advanced considerably by
systematically formulating and testing hypotheses at various levels in the
constructional network. To illustrate the approach, we present a corpus study of
the Dutch naar-alternation. It is found that this alternation primarily functions at
an intermediate level in the constructional network.

Keywords: alternation; argument structure; constructional networks; distribu-
tional vectors; lexical origin hypothesis

1 Introduction

The basic units of description in construction grammar are its constructions,
pairings of meaning and form, that are organized into a network structure
called the constructicon. This constructicon has a vertical dimension ranging
from concrete, lexically-filled constructions to entirely schematic ones, with
several levels of partially schematic constructions in-between (Goldberg
2006: 18, 215; Hilpert 2019: 57–58; Iwata 2008: 35–40). According to usage-based
linguists, the exact design of this vertical dimension should not be defined a
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priori, but should rather be the result of empirical research (Diessel 2019;
Goldberg 1995: 67–100; Langacker 1988a). If that is to be the case, thenwe need to
develop research designs that explicitly take this dimension into account from
the get-go (cf. Levshina and Geeraerts 2010; van Trijp and Steels 2012). In this
paper, we propose such a design (for other approaches, see (Levshina 2012;Wible
and Tsao 2020)).

To illustrate the design, the present paper describes an alternation study.
Alternation studies are a type of corpus-based research that is commonly
employed within construction grammar (Levshina 2011; Pijpops and Speelman
2017). In such a study, the researcher starts from two formal variants, e.g., two
argument structure constructions, and hypothesizes a semantic distinction
between both. Next, that distinction is operationalized, and a relation is predicted
between the operationalization and the use of the variants. If such a relation is
found, the hypothesis is regarded as confirmed.

These alternation studies often find very concrete meaning distinctions
between particular argument structure constructions. For instance, Lenci (2012:
13–15) finds that when the Italian verb decidere ‘decide’ is used in one argument
structure construction in, e.g., (1a), it implies that a decision is taken to perform an
action. When it is used in the alternative argument structure construction in, e.g.,
(1b), however, the sentence merely implies that a decision is taken on whether or
not to approve an action. Similarly, he finds that if the verb rimproverare ‘reproach’
is used in one argument structure construction in, e.g., (2a), it implies that both
participants are physically present, whereas this implication does not arise when
the verb is used in the alternative argument structure construction in (2b). The
question is then howwe can hypothesize suchmeaning distinctions a priori, based
on theoretical mechanisms.

(1) a. L’assemblea ha deciso l’acquisto della società. (Lenci 2012: 14)
‘The assembly decided the purchase of the company’

b. L’assemblea ha deciso sull’acquisto della società.
‘The assembly decided on the purchase of the company’

(2) a. Gianni ha rimproverato suo padre per questo. (Lenci 2012: 12)
‘John reproached his father for this’

b. Gianni ha rimproverato questo a suo padre.
‘John reproached this to his father’

Theoretical accounts of argument structure typically refer to semantic notions such
as affectedness, involvement or agency (Dowty 1991; Langacker 1991: 304–329).
However, such high-level semantic notions are often too vague to directly account
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for the various observed meaning distinctions, as Lenci (2012: 14) notes: “the type
of semantic contrast […] can hardly be explained in terms of general categories”.
Perek (2014: 64) formulates essentially the same point of critique when discussing
a proposal by Dixon (1991: 280). That proposal tried to explain the various
semantic distinctions expressed by the English at-alternation by referring to a
contrast between an emphasis on the effect of the activity versus an emphasis on
the subject’s engagement in the activity. Perek (2014: 64) notes: “such an abstract
characterization must still go a long way towards the actual semantic contribution
with individual verbs” (cf. also Croft 2003: 56–58). More generally, Dąbrowska
(2017: 23–25, 37) argues that distinctions based on suchhigh-level notions are often
too vague to be falsifiable, and difficult to operationalize. In sum, corpus linguists
often find that argument structure alternations express very tangible meaning
distinctions for particular verbs, but these distinctions are too specific to be directly
explained by any high-level semantic notion.

It might be the case that we simply have to posit all these local meaning
distinctions for individual constructions, without being able to derive them from
theoretical mechanisms. This option is not particularly appealing, however,
especially not to cognitive linguists, who take an explicit interest in meaning
(Geeraerts 2006: 3; Langacker 1988b: 6–11). Such an approach trades theoretical
simplicity for descriptive coverage, and we want both. We want to be able to
explain as many empirical facts as possible using as few theoretical assumptions
as possible.1 As such, we are presented with the following challenge. How do
we hypothesize semantic distinctions that are specific enough to yield clearly
falsifiable and successful predictions regarding language variation, while only
relying on general mechanisms? One way to tackle this challenge, as we will argue
in this paper, lies in incorporating the multi-level nature of the constructicon into
hypothesis testing. This may be done by taking a single theoretical mechanism,
and systematically applying it at various levels in the vertical dimension of the
constructicon.

Section 2 supplies the theoretical background. It presents the challenge in
detail and discusses the theoreticalmechanism thatwewill apply at various levels.
Section 3 introduces our case study and our hypotheses, after which Section 4
presents the data, and Section 5 puts the hypotheses to the test. Lastly, Section 6
discusses the results and conclusions.

1 For example, an account that can explain a number of observations in language acquisition
without assuming an innate language acquisition device would be preferable to an account that
explains the same observations by assuming such a device.
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2 Theoretical background

2.1 Challenge

The challenge with which we are faced can be illustrated as follows. Consider the
at-alternation in (3). Assuming that the meaning of the verb chip is ‘to break off
small fragments’ and the meaning of the at-construction is ‘direct action at’
(Goldberg 1995: 63; Perek and Lemmens 2010), we get the compositional meaning
for sentence (3a): ‘Sam directs actions at and breaks off small fragments from the
rock’. However, the meaning of sentence (3a) is more specific than that. It also
includes that the action of chipping is repeated or takes place in a bit-by-bit fashion
(Broccias 2001: 77; Perek 2015: 127–129). This bit-by-bit meaning has to be
contributed by the at-construction, because it is no longer present in the utterance
when we replace the at-construction by the transitive construction, but retain all
other elements, as in (3b).

(3) a. Sam chipped at the rock. (Broccias 2001: 77)
b. Sam chipped the rock.

The sensible solution then seems to be to update the meaning of the at-
construction, and make it more specific, e.g., to replace its meaning ‘direct action
at’ by ‘repeatedly act on’. However, this would be fallacious, since this meaning is
not present when the at-construction is combined with the verb slap, as in (4a).
Here, the at-construction implies that the action was not necessarily successful,
i.e., that the object is not necessarily hit (compare [4b], see Broccias 2001: 73–76;
Perek 2015: 134–139).

(4) a. He slapped at it with his other hand, but it was beneath his thumbnail
before he could get at it.
(British National Corpus, corpus-id: FS8-1809, cited in Perek 2015: 134)

b. In turn he slapped her thigh and smiled at her (…)
(British National Corpus, corpus-id: FS8-1809, cited in Perek 2015: 136)

It appears that the specific meaning distinction expressed by the at-alternation is
dependent upon the verb in question and cannot be simply traced back to a single
semantic notion (Perek 2014). Still, the question remains: how could we have
predicted the correct specific meaning distinction for each verb, while only relying
on general mechanisms? One possible answer is: by taking a general mechanism,
and systematically applying it at several levels in the vertical dimension of the
constructicon. Section 3 will illustrate how this works in practice. Section 2.2 first
introduces the mechanism that we will apply at various levels.
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2.2 Lexical origin mechanism

All predictions formulated in this paper will be based on themechanism described
by the lexical origin hypothesis (Goldberg 1999; Goldberg et al. 2004; Perek and
Goldberg 2015). The mechanism states, in short, that constructions with open slots
obtain theirmeaning from the prototypical lexical fillers of their slots, i.e., from the
fillers that are statistically biased to appear in the slots. For example, say that the
English verb give is often usedwith simple, informationally light recipients, likeme
or you. That would cause it to often appear in the ditransitive construction
(Thompson 1990). Crucially, this ostensible lexical bias of the verb give for the
ditransitive construction is not (yet) caused by its meaning – otherwise, the lexical
originmechanismwould be circular. In a next step, language users subconsciously
notice this ostensible lexical bias and come to associate the meaning of give, viz.
‘transfer of possession’, with the ditransitive construction.2 At that point, the
ditransitive construction has obtained the meaning ‘transfer of possession’
through the lexical origin mechanism. In this way, we can hypothesize a meaning
for a particular argument structure construction by looking at their most proto-
typical slot fillers.

The next stepwould be to test such a hypothesis. There are at least twoways of
doing so by means of corpus data. The first is to apply the semantic coherence
principle. This principle requires “that the semantic frame evoked by the verb be
semantically compatible with the meaning of the construction” (Perek 2015: 24).
That is, a lexical filler, e.g., a verb, will more readily combine with a construction
that is semantically coherent, i.e., that has a similar or a compatible meaning. For
instance, say that we want to test whether the English ditransitive construction
indeed carries the meaning ‘transfer of possession’. We could then predict that
verbs other than give that are also compatible with this meaning, also prefer the
ditransitive construction, even when they are not used with informationally light
recipients (Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004: 101–107). A second means of testing the
meaning of an argument structure construction is to compare instances of a single
verb (Goldberg 1995: 146–147; van Trijp 2015: 626–627). For example, we could
predict that when the meaning of an occurrence of the verb send tends more
towards a transfer of possession, as in (5a), it would appear more often in the
ditransitive construction, whereas when it tends more towards a physical

2 We talk about the emergence of constructional meaning in a community of language users here
(Geeraerts 2010; Steels 2000, 2011; van Trijp and Steels 2012). The example of the ditransitive
construction is given for illustration purposes only. In reality, its semantics aremore complex (e.g.
Croft 2003: 53–59, Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004: 107).
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movement without a transfer of possession, like (5b), it would more likely appear
in another argument structure construction.

(5) a. When my fiancé sent me my birthday present, (…)
(taken from COCA, Davies 2008)

b. It was at the very beginning (…) that he sent an emissary to me.
(taken from COCA, Davies 2008)

Summarizing, the lexical origin mechanism can be used to study the choice
between two schematic constructions by going through the following steps.

Step 1. Identify the most prototypical lexical fillers of both constructions.
Step 2. Use these fillers to hypothesize a meaning distinction between both

constructions.
Step 3. Test this hypothesis by making two predictions:

i. Lexical fillers that are more semantically coherent with the meaning of
one of the constructions, will more likely appear in that construction,
and vice versa.

ii. Among the occurrences of one and the same lexical filler, occurrences
that are more inclined towards the meaning of one of the constructions,
will more likely appear in that construction.

3 Hypotheses

In this section, we use the lexical origin mechanism to formulate predictions at
several levels in the vertical dimension of the network. Before we can do that, we
need to determine what these levels are. This is done in Section 3.1. Next, Sections
3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 apply the three steps of the lexical origin mechanism described
above to distinct levels. Finally, Section 3.5 gives an overview of all hypotheses and
their predictions.

3.1 Levels in the vertical dimension

As a case study, we investigate the alternation between the Dutch transitive
argument structure and a variant with the preposition naar, as in (6)–(7). This
alternation occurs with 13 verbs, viz. bellen ‘ring’, graaien ‘grasp’, grabbelen
‘scramble’, grijpen ‘grab’, happen ‘snap’, jagen ‘hunt’, opbellen ‘ring up’, peilen
‘gauge’, schoppen ‘kick’, telefoneren ‘phone’, verlangen ‘desire’, vissen ‘fish’ and
zoeken ‘search’ (Pijpops 2019: 51).
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(6) a. maar de politiek verlangt nu scherpere maatregelen
But the politics desires now sharper measures
om de inburgering te verbeteren.
to the naturalization to improve
‘But politicians now desire more severe measures to improve
naturalization.’

b. maar de politiek verlangt nu naar scherpere
But the politics desires now to sharper
Maatregelen om de inburgering te verbeteren.
measures to the naturalization to improve
‘But politicians now desire more severe measures to improve
naturalization.’
(Sonar-id: WR-P-P-B-0000000479.p.152.s.1)3

(7) a. Je zoekt woorden als trom en trooster
you search words like drum and consoler
‘You search for words like drum and consoler.’

b. je zoekt naar woorden als trommel en trooster
you search to words like drum and consoler
‘You search for words like drum and consoler.’
(Sonar-id: WR-P-P-G-0000005610.p.24.s.2)

At which levels in the vertical dimension can this alternation be studied? To
answer this question, we need to map out a potential constructional network
for the alternation, ranging from instantiated constructs to entirely schematic
constructions (cf. Diessel 2015: 207–209; Langacker 1988: 132–133). The result
of our attempt can be seen in Figure 1 (cf. Iwata 2008: 35–40; Langacker 2000:
122–124; Traugott 2007: 525). We start from the bottom level with individual con-
structs, i.e., instantiated utterances, such as (8)–(10).

(8) In Algerije zoeken reddingswerkers naar slachtoffers
In Algeria search resue_workers to victims
van de overstromingen.
of the floods
‘In Algeria, rescue workers are searching victims of the floods.’
(Sonar-id: WR-P-E-G-0000005872.p.67.s.1)

3 When an example is taken from the Sonar corpus, its corpus-id is mentioned (Oostdijk et al.
2013a).
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(9) Reddingswerkers zoeken ook nog altijd naar slachtoffers.
Rescue_workers search also still always to victims
‘Rescue workers are also still searching victims.’
(Sonar-id: WS-U-E-A-0000375701.p.1.s.8)

Figure 1: Various levels in the vertical dimension of the constructional network at which the
alternation can be studied. Only the prepositional variants are shown.
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(10) Duikers zoeken nu naar nog mogelijke slachtoffers.
Divers search now to other possible victims
‘Divers are now searching for other possible victims’
(Sonar-id: WS-U-E-A-0000373931.p.1.s.3)

We can discern a first micro-level by distinguishing four constructional slots:
a subject slot, a verb slot, a preposition slot and an object slot. For (8)–(9),
that would lead to the construction [reddingswerker zoek naar slachtoffer] (lit.
‘rescue worker search to victim’). For (10), that construction would be the
construction [duiker zoek naar slachtoffer] (lit. ‘diver search to victim’). Of the
four slots, we need to open one slot to distinguish a higher level. We prefer not to
open the preposition slot, for two reasons. First, it forms the most obvious
difference between both variants of the alternation, since it is the slot that
disappears in the transitive construction. Second, the filler of this slot is typically
used in previous research to distinguish between constructions, such as the
English at-construction and into-construction (Broccias 2001; Goldberg 1999;
Huber 2013).

This leaves the subject slot, the verb slot, and the object slot. Of these three, we
prefer not to open the verb slot, for two reasons. The first is the pivotal role of
the verb in theoretical accounts of argument realization. Although this role is
downplayed in accounts that employ schematic argument structure constructions,
compared to so-called lexicalist accounts (e.g., Müller and Wechsler 2014), it is
generally maintained that its influence is more important than that of the subject
and object slots (Boas 2014; Goldberg 2013). The second reason is that the verb slot
is the remaining open slot that varies least in the alternation, exhibiting only 13
different fillers, viz. the verbs mentioned above.

Now two slots remain, the subject slot and the object slot. Of these two, we
decide to keep the object slot fixed, for two reasons. First, of the remaining slots,
the object is the one that is most directly affected by the alternation, since the
object may appear either in a nominal or a prepositional constituent. Second,
objects seem to lend themselves better to constructionalization than subjects. That
is, there appear to be a lot more idioms with a fixed object slot and an open subject
slot, such as English spill the beans, bite the bullet, kick the bucket, or Dutch het
varkentje wassen ‘handle something’, een oogje dichtknijpen ‘turn a blind eye’, or
de plankmisslaan ‘beway off’, than idiomswith afixed subject slot and open object
slot.

By opening the subject slot, we distinguish a first meso-level. For the con-
crete constructions [reddingswerker zoek naar slachtoffer] (lit. ‘rescue worker
search to victim’) and [duiker zoek naar slachtoffer] (lit. ‘diver search to victim’),
this leads to the slightly more schematic construction [NP zoek naar slachtoffer]
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(lit. ‘NP search to victim’). This construction is instantiated in (8)–(10), though
not in (7b). Next, opening the object slot creates the second meso-level, with
constructions such as [NP zoek naar NP] (lit. ‘NP search to NP’), that is instan-
tiated both in (7b) and (8)–(10). Constructions at this level are intermediate in
terms in schematicity. They correspond to the verb-specific constructions in Croft
(2003: 58).

Opening the verb slot then leads to the third meso-level, with highly sche-
matic constructions such as [NP V naar NP] (lit. ‘NP V to NP’), which we call the
naar-construction. That construction is instantiated in (6b), (7b), and (8)–(10).
Finally, opening the preposition slot creates a fully schematic macro-level,
resulting in the six levels in Figure 1. It would be possible to distinguish addi-
tional intermediate levels. For instance, between the level with an open object
slot and the level with an open verb slot, one could distinguish a level of verb-
class-specific constructions (Croft 2003: 56–57), or between the level with only an
open subject slot and the level with an open object slot, one could posit a level of
object-class-specific constructions. Still, the levels in Figure 1 may already be
considered important milestones in the continuum from concrete to schematic.
At this point, we do not claim that all levels in Figure 1 are cognitively real. They
merely present levels at which the alternation can be investigated.

If we investigate the alternation at the level with an open verb slot, we would
study the choice between the naar-construction and the transitive construction.
Thiswouldmean that all examples like (6)–(10) instantiate the same choice thatwe
expect to be driven by the same factors. Hence, all instances like (6)–(10) should be
taken up in a single dataset, and analyzed together.

If we investigate the alternation at the level with an open object slot and a
fixed verb slot, we would study (i) the choice between the verlang-naar-
construction and the transitive verlang-construction, (ii) the choice between the
zoek-naar-construction and the transitive zoek-construction, and so on. Since
these would all constitute separate choices, the factors that drive one choice
may be quite different from the factors that drive another choice. Hence, we would
make one dataset for the verb verlangen ‘desire’, that would only contain instances
the instances of that verb, such as (6), and we would make another dataset for the
verb zoeken ‘search’, that would only contain instances of that verb, such as
(7)–(10).

If we investigate the alternation at the level with only an open subject slot,
we would study (i) the choice between the zoek-naar-slachtoffer-construction
and the transitive zoek-slachtoffer-construction, (ii) the choice between the
zoek-naar-woord-construction and the transitive zoek-woord-construction, and so
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on. Since these would all constitute different choices, the factors that drive one
choice may be quite different from the factors that drive another choice. Hence, we
would make a separate dataset for the verb zoeken ‘search’ with the theme woord
‘word’, that would only contain instances such as (7), and another dataset for the
verb zoeken ‘search’ with the theme slachtoffer ‘victim’, that would only contain
instances such as (8)–(10) and so on.

We now have a theoretical mechanism, viz. the lexical origin mechanism, and
several clearly defined levels in the vertical dimension. Next, we need to decide at
which level we want to apply the lexical origin mechanism. We can already count
out the level of the constructs and themicro-level: it is simply not possible to apply
the lexical originmechanism to these levels, because themechanism requires open
constructional slots. Furthermore, we decide not to apply the lexical origin
mechanism to the fully schematic macrolevel. The reason is that the literature on
Dutch argument structure generally distinguishes between various prepositions
(Broekhuis 2004: 122; Van Hout 1996: 94–98, 118–119; Van Voorst 1996: 235–236,
241–241), as do studies on closely-related languages (e.g., Adler 2011; Perek and
Lemmens 2010). We also refrain from applying the lexical origin mechanism to the
level with only an open subject slot, for now. The reason is that investigating the
alternation at very low levels in the vertical dimension leads to problems of data
sparsity, as will become apparent in Section 5. That leaves the level with an open
verb slot and the level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot. Applying the
lexical origin mechanism at those two levels will lead to predictions that relate to
those levels and to the directly underlying level with only an open subject slot, as
we will see in the following sections. Section 3.2 will apply the lexical origin
mechanism to the level with an open verb slot, and Section 3.3 will apply it to the
level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot.

3.2 Prediction at the level with an open verb slot

Applying the lexical originmechanism to the levelwith an openverb slotmeans that
we want to hypothesize a meaning distinction between the naar-construction and
the transitive construction. Step 1 of the lexical origin mechanism requires us to
identify themost prototypical lexical fillers of both constructions (see Section 2.2). It
doesnot specify, however, ofwhich slotwe should take theprototypicalfillers. Since
the current level was created by opening up the verb slot, we choose the verb slot (as
is done in, e.g., Colleman 2009). Awidely used technique to identify the prototypical
fillers of a slot is collostructional analysis (Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003). As such,
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we run collostructional analyses on the verb slots of the transitive construction and
the naar-construction.4 Tables 1 and 2 contains the top 5 collexemes of these con-
structions ranked by decreasing collostructional strength.

Based on the lexical origin mechanism, we expect the meaning of the transi-
tive construction and naar-constructions to derive from the verbs in Tables 1 and 2.
Step 2 hence proposes to use these prototypical lexical fillers to hypothesize a
meaning distinction between both constructions. One possible way to interpret the

Table : Top  collexemes of the verb slot of the transitive construction.

Transitive construction

Verb Freq. in the transitive construction Total freq. Collostr. strength

hebben ‘have’ ,, ,, ,,
krijgen ‘get’ , , ,,
doen ‘do’ , , ,,
zien ‘see’ , , ,,
nemen ‘take’ , , ,,

Table : Top  collexemes of the verb slot of the naar-construction.

Naar-construction

Verb Freq. in the naar-construction Total freq. Collostr. strength

gaan ‘go’ , , ,
kijken ‘look’ , , ,
trekken ‘travel’ , , ,
verwijzen ‘refer’ , , ,
komen ‘come’ , , ,

4 In the nomenclature of the Alpino-parses of the Sonar-corpus, an occurrence of the transitive
construction was defined as an occurrence of a verb with a direct object, without any other object
beingpresent (vanNoord 2006). Anoccurrence of thenaar-constructionwas likewise defined as an
occurrence of a verb with a prepositional complement or a prepositional locative/directive com-
plement with the preposition naar ‘to’, without any other object being present. The material from
the Sonar-components with text messages, chat logs, tweets and discussion lists was not used,
because the quality of the parses in thismaterialwas deemed too low (Oostdijk et al. 2013b: 49–50).
All collostructional analyses were run using publicly available R-code from Gries (2007). The
collostructional strength measures are based on log-likelihood (Stefanowitsch and Flach 2016:
115–116).
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rankings in Tables 1 and 2 is in terms of directionality. That is, the verbs ranking
highest in collostructional strength for the naar-construction appear to share a
common meaning element of directionality. Meanwhile, such a shared semantic
element is less evident for the transitive construction. This leads to the following
hypothesis, which we call the Directionality Hypothesis: the naar-construction
expresses directionality, while the transitive construction does not.5

Step 3 gives two ways of testing such a hypothesis. Its first prediction states:
lexical fillers that are more semantically coherent with the meaning of one of the
schematic constructions, will more likely appear in that construction, and vice
versa. That is, verbs that are more semantically coherent with the meaning of the
naar-construction, will more likely appear in the naar-construction, and vice
versa. Likewise, the second prediction of Step 3 reads as follows: among the
occurrences of one and the same verb, occurrences that are more inclined towards
the meaning of the naar-construction, will more likely appear in the naar-
construction. To test this secondprediction,wewill have to limit the dataset to only
the occurrences of a single verb. This means studying the alternation at the level
with a fixed verb slot and an open object slot. We will therefore return to this
prediction in Section 3.3.

To operationalize the first prediction, we need a measure of semantic coher-
ence. This can be obtained by using distributional vectors (cf. Levshina andHeylen
2014; Perek 2018). Distributional vectors are based on the idea that words with
similar meanings tend to occur in similar textual contexts. These textual contexts
can be represented as mathematical vectors, whereby each number indicates how
often a word occurs with a particular context feature, e.g., how often a verb occurs
with a particular subject. In that way, words with similar meanings tend to have
similar vectors. For accessible introductions to distributional vectors, see Turney
and Pantel (2010), Padó and Lapata (2010) and Lenci (2018).

We calculate distributional vectors for all alternating verbs and for all verbs in
the top 5’s collexemes. The context features of the vectors, 5000 in total, are based
on seven dependency relations employed in Levshina and Heylen (2014: 31).6 We
blind the context features of the distributional vectors to our variants to prevent
circularity. Concretely, the context features do not distinguish between direct
objects and prepositional objects with naar ‘to’. In calculating the distributional

5 Note that the results in Tables 1 and 2 alone do not prove that the naar-alternation expresses
directionality. For one, the lexical biases of the listed verbs may be driven by other motivations
than semantics. The influence of complexity, for instance, can also cause a particular verb to
appear often in a construction, as in the example of English give in Section 2.2. For another, Tables
1 and 2 provides no information on the 13 alternating verbs.
6 These relations respectively corresponds to the Alpino REL-tags su, obj1, obj2, pc, ldwith the cat-
tag not equal to pp, ld with the CAT-tag equal to pp, and predc.
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vectors, instances of the verbs hebben ‘have’, krijgen ‘get’, doen ‘do’ and gaan ‘go’,
where these verbs were used as auxiliaries, are skipped.7 Context features that
correspond to function words are also disregarded. Only the 5,000 most frequent
context features are retained and their co-occurrence frequencies are weighted
through positive point-wise mutual information.

Finally, the measure SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE VERB TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION is
calculated for each alternating verb as in Eq. (1). This measure takes the average
cosine similarity of the vector of an alternating verb to the vectors of the top a
collexemes of the transitive construction, and subtracts this from its average
cosine similarity to the vectors of the top a collexemes of the naar-construction.
The parameter a was set to 5. For the mathematical definition of the cosine simi-

larity between two vectors, viz. simcm(verb1
̅̅̅̅̅→

, verb2
̅̅̅̅̅→), see Weeds et al. (2004).

Lastly, the resulting value is multiplied by 10. This multiplication is used because
cosine similarities range between 0 and 1, and differences between them hence
range between−1 and 1.When such ameasure is entered into a regressionmodel, it
yields markedly high estimates. Multiplying themeasure itself by 10 simply lowers
these estimates by a factor of 10, but it has no qualitative effect on the regression
model.

SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE VERB TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION of the alternating verbi

= 10⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝∑a
n=1 simcm(naar-cxn collexemen

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅→
, verbi

̅̅̅̅→)
a

− ∑a
n=1 simcm(transitive  cxn collexemen

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅→
, verbi

̅̅̅̅→)
a

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (1)

Equation 1: Operationalization of the semantic coherence of the verbs.

In sum, the measure SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE VERB TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION is
higher the closer the vector of an alternating verb is to the vectors of the 5 most
prototypical fillers of the verb slot of the naar-construction, viz. gaan ‘go’, kijken
‘look’, trekken ‘pull’, verwijzen ‘refer’ and komen ‘come’. Meanwhile, themeasure is
also higher themore distant the vector of the alternating verb is from the vectors of
the 5 most prototypical fillers of the verb slot of the transitive construction, viz.
hebben ‘have’, krijgen ‘get’, doen ‘do’, zien ‘see’ and nemen ‘take’. In other words,
an alternating verb has a higher value for themeasurewhen itsmeaning is closer to
the most prototypical verbs of the naar-construction, and more distant from the

7 This is done by checking whether these verbs had a verbal complement (Alpino REL-tag vc).
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most prototypical verbs of the transitive construction. We therefore make the
following prediction:

Prediction a of the Directionality Hypothesis: SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE VERB TO THE NAAR-CON-
STRUCTIONwill have apositive effect on the use of the prepositional variant among the instances
of the alternating verbs.

3.3 Predictions at the level with an open object slot and a fixed
verb slot

To apply the lexical origin mechanism to argument structure constructions at the
level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot, we go through the same three
steps as above. We limit ourselves to two verbs for reasons of space. In order to
reduce problems of data sparsity, we choose the verb with the most balanced
distribution between the variants, viz. verlangen ‘desire’, and the most frequent
verb, viz. zoeken ‘search’. This means that we investigate the choice between the
verlang-naar-construction and the transitive verlang-construction, and the choice
between the zoek-naar-construction and the transitive zoek-construction. We start
with verlangen ‘desire’.

Step 1 of the lexical origin mechanism requires us to identify the most proto-
typical lexical fillers of both constructions. The verlang-naar-construction and the
transitive verlang-construction have only two open slots: the subject slot and the
object slot. Since the current constructional level was created by opening up the
object slot, we go for the object slot. We call the fillers of the object slot ‘theme
lemmas’: these are the lemmas of the syntactic head of the theme argument, for
instance omgeving ‘environment’ in (11) (cf. Pijpops et al. 2018: 530).8 To identify
the most prototypical fillers of the object slots, we run collostructional analyses on
the object slots of the transitive verlang-construction and the verlang-naar-
construction. Tables 3 and 4 contains the top 5 collexemes of these constructions
ranked according to decreasing collostructional strength.

(11) Terwijl bezoekers net een authentieke omgeving verlangen
though visitors just a authentic environment Desire
‘Even though visitors desire an authentic environment, … ’
(Sonar-id: WR-P-P-G-0000179977.p.9.s.6)

8 In Alpino terms:we recursively selected the child-nodewith the REL-tag hd, resolving indexation
and conjunction. Finally, we took at the ROOT-tag of the deepest head, and combined it with its POS-
tag, in keeping with Levshina and Heylen (2014).
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Step 2 proposes to use these prototypical lexical fillers to hypothesize a meaning
distinction between both constructions. As the most prototypical slot fillers of the
object slot of the transitive construction, we find theme lemmas that are typically
demanded. Conversely, in the object slot of the naar-construction, we prototypi-
cally find theme lemmas that are longed for. In this way, we could interpret
the results in Tables 3 and 4 as indicating a difference between ‘demand’ and ‘long
for’ (cf. Broekhuis 2004: 122). We call this the Longing Hypothesis.

Step 3 gives us two predictions. The first prediction reads: theme lemmas
that are more semantically coherent with the meaning of the verlang-naar-
construction, will more likely appear in the verlang-naar-construction, and vice
versa. Meanwhile, the second prediction reads: among the occurrences of one and
the same theme lemma, occurrences that aremore inclined towards themeaning of
the verlang-naar-construction, will more likely appear in the verlang-naar-
construction, and vice versa. To test this second prediction, we will have to limit
the dataset to only the occurrences of a single theme lemma. In other words, we
will have to study the alternation at the underlying level with only an open subject
slot. We will therefore return to this prediction in Section 3.4.

Table : Top  collexemes of the object slot of the transitive verlang-construction.

Transitive verlang-construction

Theme lemma Freq. in the transitive verlang-cxn Total freq. Collostr. strength

bewijs ‘proof’  , 

tegenprestatie ‘countereffort’   

bijdrage ‘contribution’  , 

offer ‘sacrifice’  , 

garantie ‘guaranty’  , 

Table : Top  collexemes of the object slot of the verlang-naar-construction.

verlang-naar-construction

Theme lemma Freq. in the verlang-naar-cxn Total freq. Collostr. strength

kind ‘child’  , 

leven ‘life’  , 

rust ‘rest’  , 

dood ‘death’  , 

huis ‘house’  , 
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To operationalize the first prediction, we again use distributional vectors. For
each full-nominal theme lemma, a distributional vector is calculated with 5,000
context features based on eight dependency relations taken over from Levshina
andHeylen (2014: 30). Context features with the verb verlangen ‘desire’ are ignored
to avoid circularity, as are context features that correspond to functionwords. Only
the 5,000 most frequent context features are retained in the vectors, and the
frequencies are weighted through positive point-wisemutual information. Finally,
the measure SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE VERLANG-NAAR-CONSTRUCTION is
calculated for each theme lemma as in Eq. (2), analogous to Eq. (1), with a again set
to 5.

SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE VERLANG-NAAR-CONSTRUCTION of theme lemmai

= 10⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝∑a
n=1 simcm(verlang-naar-cxn collexemen

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅→
, theme lemmai

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅→)
a

− ∑a
n=1 simcm(transitive verlang-cxn collexemen

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅→
, theme lemmai

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅→)
a

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2)

Equation 2: Operationalization of the semantic coherence of the theme lemmas of
verlangen ‘desire’.

In sum, a theme lemma has a higher value for SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO

THE VERLANG-NAAR-CONSTRUCTION when its vector is closer to the vectors of the 5 most
prototypical fillers of the object slot of the verlang-naar-construction, and farther
from the vectors of the 5 most prototypical fillers of the object slot of the transitive
verlang-construction. We therefore make the following prediction.

Prediction a of the Longing Hypothesis: SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE VERLANG-NAAR-
CONSTRUCTION will have a positive effect on the use of the prepositional variant among the
instances of verlangen ‘desire’.

We now turn to the verb zoeken ‘search’ and the choice between the zoek-naar-
construction and the transitive zoek-construction. As for Step 1, Tables 5 and 6
contains the results of the collostructional analyses. As for Step 2, one possible
interpretation of these results is the following. The collexemes toevlucht ‘refuge’,
contact ‘contact’, heil ‘salvation’ and toenadering ‘rapprochement’ are theme
lemmas that only come into being through the act of searching. That is, they are
things that one seeks to make or acquire. Conversely, the collexemes manier
‘manner’, alternatief ‘alternative’, overlevende ‘survivor’ and oorzaak ‘cause’
constitute things that exist independently of the act of searching. That is, they are
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things that one literally looks for. We hence call this hypothesized distinction the
Looking for Hypothesis. The overlapping collexeme oplossing ‘solution’ could
arguably be viewed as compatible with either category.

The first prediction of Step 3 then reads: theme lemmas that are more
semantically coherent with the meaning of the zoek-naar-construction, will more
likely appear in the zoek-naar-construction, and vice versa. This prediction is
operationalized by the variable SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE ZOEK-NAAR-
CONSTRUCTION, which is calculated analogously to Eq. (2). It thus spells out as follows.

Prediction a of the Looking for Hypothesis: SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE ZOEK-NAAR-
CONSTRUCTION will have a positive effect on the use of the prepositional variant among the
instances of zoeken ‘search’.

Meanwhile, the second prediction of Step 3 reads: among the occurrences of one
and the same theme lemma, occurrences that are more inclined towards the
meaning of the zoek-naar-construction, will more likely appear in the zoek-naar-
construction, and vice versa. To test this prediction, we will have to limit the
dataset to only the occurrences of a single verb and a single theme lemma. In other
words, we will have to study the alternation at the underlying level with only an
open subject slot. We will therefore return to this prediction in Section 3.4.

Table : Top  collexemes of the object slot of the transitive zoek-construction.

Transitive zoek-construction

Theme lemma Freq. in the transitive zoek-cxn Total freq. Collostr. strength

oplossing ‘solution’  , ,
toevlucht ‘refuge’   ,
contact ‘contact’  , ,
heil ‘salvation’   ,
toenadering ‘rapprochement’   

Table : Top  collexemes of the object slot of the zoek-naar-construction.

Verlang-naar-construction

Theme lemma Freq. in the zoek-naar-cxn Total freq. Collostr. strength

oplossing ‘solution’  , ,
manier ‘manner’  , 

alternatief ‘alternative’  , 

overlevende ‘survivor’   

oorzaak ‘cause’  , 
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Section 3.2 mentioned that we also wanted to test the following prediction,
based on the Directionality Hypothesis: among the occurrences of one and the
same verb, occurrences that are more inclined towards the meaning of the naar-
construction, will more likely appear in the naar-construction. We can now test
this prediction on the verbs verlangen ‘desire’ and zoeken ‘search’. Ideally, that
would proceed in amanner thatmakes it comparable to our other predictions at the
current level. To this end, we run collostructional analyses on the object slot of the
transitive construction and the naar-construction. The results of these can be
found in Tables 7 and 8. It is again hard to find a single common denominator
among the top 5 collexemes of the transitive construction. Conversely, the top
collexemes of the naar-construction do have commonality in that they are all
places to go to.

We now predict that, among instances of the verb verlangen ‘desire’, theme
lemmas that are semantically closer to the top collexemes of the naar-construction
will more often occur in the prepositional variant, whereas those that are
semantically closer to the top collexemes of the transitive construction, will more
often occur in the transitive variant. We make the same prediction for the verb
zoeken ‘search’. These predictions are operationalized by the variable SEMANTIC

Table : Top  collexemes of the object slot of the transitive construction.

Transitive construction

Theme lemma Freq. in the transitive zoek-cxn Total freq. Collostr. strength

kans ‘chance’ , , ,
rol ‘role’ , , ,
geld ‘money’ , , ,
werk ‘work’ , , ,
probleem ‘problem’ , , ,

Table : Top  collexemes of the object slot of the naar-construction.

Naar-construction

Theme lemma Freq. in the zoek-naar-cxn Total freq. Collostr. strength

huis ‘house’ , , ,
school ‘school’  , ,
plaats ‘place’  , ,
bed ‘bed’  , ,
ziekenhuis ‘hospital’  , ,
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COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION, which is calculated analogously to
Eq. (2). They can be formulated as follows.

Prediction b of the Directionality Hypothesis: SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE NAAR-
CONSTRUCTION will have a positive effect on the use of the prepositional variant among the
instances of the verb verlangen ‘desire’.

Prediction c of the Directionality Hypothesis: SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE NAAR-CON-
STRUCTIONwill have apositive effect on the use of the prepositional variant among the instances
of the verb zoeken ‘search’.

3.4 Predictions at the level with only an open subject slot

Section 3.3 mentioned that we also wanted to test whether (i) among the
occurrences of one and the same theme lemma, occurrences of verlangen ‘desire’
that are more inclined towards the hypothesized meaning of the verlang-naar-
construction, will more likely appear in the verlang-naar-construction; and (ii)
among the occurrences of one and the same theme lemma, occurrences of zoeken
‘search’ that are more inclined towards the hypothesized meaning of the zoek-
naar-construction, will more likely appear in the zoek-naar-construction.

To test (i), we have to limit our dataset to only the instances of the verb
verlangen ‘desire’ and a specific theme lemma. This of course severely restricts the
number of observations in the dataset. We will look at the theme lemmas ding
‘thing’ and tijd ‘time’, because these theme lemmas yield the most data for their
least frequent variant. This means that we investigate the alternation at the level
with only an open subject slot, e.g. the choice between the construction [NP verlang
naar ding] ‘NP desire to thing’ and the construction [NP verlang ding] ‘NP desire
thing’. Applied to ding ‘thing’ and tijd ‘time’, (i) predicts that if the agent demands
things or demands time, the transitive variant will be more probable, whereas
when the agent longs for things or longs for time, the prepositional variant will be
more probable. For ding ‘thing’, we see no way of operationalizing this distinction
in a straightforward manner, so we will attempt to annotate for it directly. That is,
we will manually mark each instance as to whether it expresses more of a longing
for a thing or more of a demand for a thing. Meanwhile, for tijd ‘time’, we will
distinguish between instances where tijd ‘time’ is a mass noun, and those where it
is a count noun. The underlying idea is that people may demand more time to
perform a certain task, which involves time as a mass noun, while they long for
some time period in the past or present, i.e. they long for time as a count noun. This
thus leads to the following predictions.
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Predictionb of theLongingHypothesis: Theprepositional variantwill bemoreprobablewhen
the agent longs for a thing than when the agent demands a thing, among the instances of
(naar) ding verlangen ‘desire thing’.

Prediction c of the LongingHypothesis: The prepositional variantwill bemore probablewhen
tijd ‘time’ is used as a count noun thanwhen it is used as amass noun, among the instances of
(naar) tijd verlangen ‘desire time’.

To test (ii), we have to limit our dataset to only the instances of the verb zoeken
‘search’ and a specific theme lemma. Fortunately, we have a lot of data available
for zoeken ‘search’. This allows us to choose two theme lemmas where the
hypothesized distinction between ‘seek to make/acquire’ and ‘look for’ can be
made in a clear-cut way. The first is slachtoffer ‘victim’. The meaning ‘seeking to
make victims’ onlymakes sense if the agent performing the search is an aggressor.
Conversely, cases of ‘looking for victims’ can also involve an agent that intends to
help the victims. As such, we make the following prediction.

Prediction b of the Looking for Hypothesis: The prepositional variant will be more probable
when the agent is a helper thanwhen the agent is an aggressor, among the instances of (naar)
slachtoffer zoeken ‘search victim’.

The second theme lemma is woord ‘word’. The meaning ‘seeking to make words’
can be interpreted to involve an agent trying to utter something, or trying to build a
sentence. Conversely, instances of ‘looking for words’would involve, say, an agent
looking for words in a certain text. To make this distinction in a straightforward
manner, we discriminate between those instances where the word(s) in question
are non-specific or de dicto, and those instances where the word(s) are specific or
de re. In the first case, any of several wordsmay do, given that theymeet particular
requirements, e.g. express the correct idea or concept, while the second case will
more likely involve looking for one or multiple pre-determined words in a body of
text. This leads to the following prediction.

Prediction c of the Looking for Hypothesis: the prepositional variant will be more probable
when woord ‘word’ is specific than when it is non-specific, among the instances of (naar)
woord zoeken ‘search word’.

3.5 Overview of the predictions

We now have three hypotheses that each make three predictions. They are listed
below.
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1. The Directionality Hypothesis: the naar-construction expresses directionality,
while the transitive construction does not.
a. Prediction at the level with an open verb slot: SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE VERB TO

THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION will have a positive effect on the use of the preposi-
tional variant among the instances of the alternating verbs.

b. Prediction at the level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot: SEMANTIC

COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION will have a positive effect on
the use of the prepositional variant among the instances of verlangen
‘desire’.

c. Prediction at the level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot: SEMANTIC

COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION will have a positive effect on
the use of the prepositional variant among the instances of zoeken ‘search’.

2. The Longing Hypothesis: the verlang-naar-construction expresses a longing,
while the transitive verlang-construction expresses a demand.
a. Prediction at the level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot: SEMANTIC

COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE VERLANG-NAAR-CONSTRUCTION will have a positive
effect on the use of the prepositional variant among the instances of ver-
langen ‘desire’.

b. Prediction at the level with only an open subject slot: the prepositional
variant will be more probable when the agent longs for a thing than when
the agent demands a thing, among the instances of (naar) ding verlangen
‘desire thing’.

c. Prediction at the level with only an open subject slot: the prepositional variant
will be more probable when tijd ‘time’ is used as a count noun than when it is
usedas amassnoun, among the instances of (naar) tijd verlangen ‘desire time’.

3. The Looking for Hypothesis: the zoek-naar-construction expresses a literal
looking for, while the transitive zoek-construction expresses an attempt to
make or acquire.
a. Prediction at the level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot: SEMANTIC

COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE ZOEK-NAAR-CONSTRUCTIONwill have a positive effect on
the use of the prepositional variant among the instances of zoeken ‘search’.

b. Prediction at the level with only an open subject slot: the prepositional
variant will be more probable when the agent is a helper than when the
agent is an aggressor, among the instances of (naar) slachtoffer zoeken
‘search victim’.

c. Prediction at the level with only an open subject slot: the prepositional
variant will be more probable whenwoord ‘word’ is specific than when it is
non-specific, among the instances of (naar) woord zoeken ‘search word’.
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4 Data

All instances of the alternating verbs were extracted from the Sonar-corpus
(Oostdijk et al. 2013a). Only those observationswere takenup forwhich the country
of origin was known and where the theme argument was not extraposed.
This placement is only possible for the prepositional variant (Haeseryn et al. 1997:
1225–1400; Zwart 2011: 25–79). To this dataset, the variables THEME COMPLEXITY, VERB-
THEME ORDER, COUNTRY, CORPUS COMPONENT, VERB and THEME LEMMAwere added. The variable
THEME COMPLEXITY corresponds to the natural logarithm of the number of words of the
theme, and the variable VERB-THEME ORDER distinguishes between the instances
where the theme precedes the verb and those where the verb precedes the theme
(as to why these variables was chosen, see Pijpops et al. 2018). COUNTRY differen-
tiates between Belgium and the Netherlands, CORPUS COMPONENT between the corpus
components (Oostdijk et al. 2013b: 22), VERB between the verbs and THEME LEMMA

between the theme lemmas.
We manually checked for false positives, and removed all instances that were

deemednon-interchangeable, following the definition of an alternation as a choice
point of an individual languageuser (cf. Pijpops 2020; Szmrecsanyi et al. 2016: 4–5;
Wallis 2012). For a more detailed overview of the data selection procedure, see
Pijpops (2019: 107–172). The values of the variables were also corrected where
necessary. This yielded a dataset of 93,668 instances. To this dataset, the coher-
ence measures introduced above were added. Finally, we manually added the
variables MEANING DESIRE, COUNTABILITY TIME, AGENT TYPE and WORD SPECIFICITY to respec-
tively the data of (naar) ding verlangen ‘desire thing’, (naar) tijd verlangen ‘desire
time’, (naar) slachtoffer zoeken ‘search victim’ and (naar) word zoeken ‘search
word’. These variables operationalize the predictions at the level with only an open
subject slot, viz. Predictions b and c of the Longing and Looking for Hypotheses.

5 Analysis

5.1 Prediction at the level with an open verb slot

To test Prediction a of the Directionality Hypothesis, a logistic mixed regression
model was built with the presence of naar as the dependent variable and SEMANTIC

COHERENCE OF THE VERB TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION as an independent variable.
Furthermore, THEME COMPLEXITY, VERB-THEME ORDER and COUNTRY were added as control
variables, as well as an interaction between THEME COMPLEXITY and VERB-THEME ORDER
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(see Pijpops et al. 2018). The categorical variables were implemented through
dummy coding. Random intercepts were added for the variable VERB, because all
instances of the same verb have an identical value of SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE VERB TO

THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION (Speelman et al. 2018: 2), and for the variable CORPUS COMPONENT

(Speelman et al. 2018: 3). Multicollinearity was not found to be a problem, with
all Variance Inflation Factors (VIFs) well below 5 (Levshina 2015: 160).9 The
specifications of themodel are shown in Table 9, and Figure 2 shows the effect plot
of SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE VERB TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION. Effect plots visualize the
probability of the success level, i.e. the prepositional variant, estimated by the
model as a function of one of the model’s predictors while controlling for the other
predictors (Fox 2003).

Table : Specifications of a regression model at the level with an open verb slot.

AIC: ,. Transitive observations: ,
C-index: . Prepositional observations

(success level):
,

Fixed effects Level Estimate Standard
error

Z-value p-value

Intercept −. . −. .
SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE

VERB TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION
−. . −. .

COUNTRY Belgium Reference level

Netherlands
−. . −. <.

THEME COMPLEXITY −. . −. .
VERB-THEME ORDER Theme-verb Reference level

Verb-theme . . . <.
Interaction THEME

COMPLEXITY AND VERB-THEME ORDER

Theme-verb Reference level
Verb-theme . . . <.

Random
effects

Number of
levels

Variance Standard
deviation

CORPUS

COMPONENT

 . .

VERB  . .

9 All VIFs reported in this paper were calculated for the same models without the interaction
between THEME COMPLEXITY and VERB-THEME ORDER. The used R-packages include lme4, effects and
Hmisc (Bates et al. 2013; Fox et al. 2016; Harrell 2017).
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We find that Prediction 1a is not confirmed: the estimate of SEMANTIC COHERENCE

OF THE VERB TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION in Table 9 and the descending line in Figure 2
show that the variable has a negative effect rather than a positive effect on the use
of the prepositional variant. There are various possible reasons for the failure of
this prediction. For one, it might be due to some verbs acting as outliers, while the
others do conform to the prediction; for another, the verb dispositions might
confirm to some other general semantic distinction. To check for this, SEMANTIC

COHERENCE OF THE VERB TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION was removed from the model, and VERB

was implemented as a fixed effect. This enables us to directly assess the verb
dispositions. All VIFs are again below 5. The specifications of the new regression
model and the effect plot of VERB can be found in Table 12 and Figure 10 in the
Appendix. Figure 10 shows that the preferences for each variant do indeed strongly
differ from verb to verb, but no general semantic distinction seems apparent.

5.2 Predictions that only pertain to the verb verlangen ‘desire’

Prediction b of the Directionality Hypothesis and Prediction a of the Longing
Hypothesis only pertain to the instances of verlangen ‘desire’. Hence, we restricted
the dataset to only the occurrences of that verb. A regressionmodel was composed
with the fixed effects SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE VERLANG-NAAR-CONSTRUCTION
and SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION. Since thesemeasures can

Figure 2: Effect plot of SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE VERB TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION.
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only be calculated for full-nominal theme lemmas, all instances with pronominal
theme lemmas were removed from the dataset. All instances with theme lemmas
that do not appear with any of the 5000 most frequent context features in the
corpuswere also removed, because no vector could be calculated for them. Finally,
the instances of the collexemes themselves or their diminutives were removed to
avoid circularity.

The variables COUNTRY, THEME COMPLEXITY, VERB-THEME ORDER and an interaction
between THEME COMPLEXITY and VERB-THEME ORDER were again added as control vari-
ables, as well as random intercepts for CORPUS COMPONENT and THEME LEMMA. To get the
model to converge, its random structure had to be simplified: all theme lemmas
that occurred only once were binned in a rest category (cf. Wolk et al. 2013: 399).

Table : Specifications of a regression model at Meso-level  on the data of the verb verlangen
‘desire’.

AIC: . Transitive observations: 

C-index: . Prepositional observations (suc-
cess level):



Fixed effects Level Estimate Standard
error

Z-value p-value

Intercept −. . −. .
SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE

THEME TO THE VERLANG-
NAAR-CONSTRUCTION

. . . <.

SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE

THEME TO THE NAAR-
CONSTRUCTION

. . . .

COUNTRY Belgium Reference level
Netherlands −. . −. .

THEME COMPLEXITY −. . −. .
VERB-THEME ORDER Theme-verb Reference level

Verb-theme . . . <.
Interaction THEME C

OMPLEXITY and VERB-THEME

ORDER

Theme-verb Reference level
Verb-theme . . . .

Random
effects

Number
of levels

Variance Standard
deviation

CORPUS

COMPONENT

 . .

THEME LEMMA  . .
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The model was then fitted to the data. All VIFs were below 5. The specifications of
the model can be found in Table 10, and Figure 3 shows the effect plots. We find
that Prediction a of the Longing Hypothesis is clearly confirmed: the positive
estimate and low p-value of SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE VERLANG-NAAR-
CONSTRUCTION in Table 10 indicates that it has a significant positive effect on the use
of the prepositional variant. Meanwhile, Prediction b of the Directionality Hy-
pothesis is not confirmed. The p-value of SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE NAAR-
CONSTRUCTION in Table 10 is non-significant.

5.3 Predictions that only pertain to the verb zoeken ‘search’

Prediction c of the Directionality Hypothesis and Prediction a of the Looking for
Hypothesis only pertain to the instances of zoeken ‘search’. We hence restricted the
dataset to the occurrences of the verb zoeken ‘search’ and built an analogous
regression model. Again, all theme lemmas that occur only once had to be
binned into a rest category to get the model to converge (cf. Wolk et al. 2013:
399). All VIFs were below 5. The specifications of themodel are listed in Table 11,
and Figure 4 shows the effect plots. We find that Prediction a of the Looking for
Hypothesis is confirmed. The positive estimate and low p-value of SEMANTIC

COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE ZOEK-NAAR-CONSTRUCTION in Table 11 indicate that it has a
significant positive effect on the use of the prepositional variant. Meanwhile,
Prediction c of the Directionality Hypothesis is not confirmed: the negative
estimate of SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION in Table 11
indicates that it does not have a positive effect on the use of the prepositional
variant.
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Figure 3: Effect plots of the regression model of verlangen ‘desire’ presented in Table 10.
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Table : Specifications of a regression model at Meso-level  based on the data of the verb
zoeken ‘search’.

AIC: ,. Transitive observations: ,
C-index: . Prepositional observations

(success level):


Fixed effects Level Estimate Standard
error

Z-value p-value

Intercept −. . −. <.
SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME

TO THE

ZOEK-NAAR-CONSTRUCTION

. . . <.

SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE THEME

TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION
−. . −. <.

COUNTRY Belgium Reference level
The
Netherlands

. . . <.

THEME COMPLEXITY −. . −. <.
VERB-THEME ORDER Theme-verb Reference level

Verb-theme . . . <.
Interaction THEME COMPLEXITY

and VERB-THEME ORDER

Theme-verb Reference level
Verb-theme . . . <.

Random
effects

Number of
levels

Variance Standard
deviation

CORPUS

COMPONENT

, . .

THEME LEMMA  . .
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Figure 4: Effect plots of the regression model of zoeken ‘search’ presented in Table 11.
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5.4 Predictions at the level with only an open subject slot

Predictions b and c of the LongingHypothesis only pertain to (naar) ding verlangen
‘desire thing’ and (naar) tijd verlangen ‘desire time’. Hence, we restricted the data
to those instances. The results of are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The datasets are too
small for any kind of serious inferential statistics, but the descriptive results are at
least in accordance with the predictions. That is, the prepositional variant is more
prevalent when the agent longs for a thing than when the agent desires a thing,
among instances of ding ‘thing’, and the prepositional variant is more prevalent
when tijd ‘time’ is used as a count noun thanwhen it is used as amass noun, among
instances of tijd ‘time’.

Finally, we turn to the Predictions b and c of the Looking for Hypothesis, which
pertain to (naar) slachtoffer zoeken ‘search victim’ and (naar) woord zoeken ‘search
word’. We hence restricted the data to only their instances. Instances that were

Transitive

Prepositional

‘demand’ unclear ‘long for’

4 2 2

1 5 4
Figure 5: Mosaic plot of MEANING

DESIRE for (naar) ding verlangen
‘desire thing’.

Prepositional

Transitive

mass noun count noun

2

1 10
Figure 6: Mosaic plot of TIME

COUNTABILITY for (naar) tijd verlangen
‘desire time’.
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unclear for the variables AGENT TYPE and WORD SPECIFICITY, were removed from the
datasets. This left us with 68 instances of the least frequent variant for (naar)
slachtoffer zoeken ‘search victims’, which is sufficient for a regression model with
three parameters (Speelman 2014: 530). We therefore composed a regression
model with AGENT TYPE, COUNTRY and THEME COMPLEXITY. All VIFs are well below 5, and
the specifications of themodel can be found in Table 13 in the Appendix. The effect
plot of AGENT TYPE is shown in Figure 7. We find that Prediction 3b is clearly
confirmed: the prepositional variant is more probable when the agent is a helper,
e.g. (12), than when the agent is an aggressor, e.g. (13).

(12) In Albanië zijn honderden hulpverleners (…). Ze
In Albania are hundred relief_workers they
zoeken naar slachtoffers
search to victims
‘In Albania, hundreds of relief workers are (…). They are searching for
victims.’
(Sonar-id: WS-U-E-A-0000291696.p.1.s.2)

(13) De potentiële zakkenrollers zoeken waarschijnlijk
The potential pickpockets search probably
een nieuw slachtoffer.
a new victim.
‘The potential pickpockets are probably searching a new victim.’
(Sonar-id: WR-P-P-G-0000140427.p.33.s.2)

The dataset of (naar) woord zoeken ‘search word’ contained 83 observations of the
least frequent variable, which are enough for a regressionmodelwith 4 parameters
(Speelman 2014: 530). We therefore built a regression model with WORD SPECIFICITY,

Figure 7: Effect plot of AGENT TYPE in the
regression model based on the data of
(naar) slachtoffer zoeken ‘search victim’.
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COUNTRY, THEME COMPLEXITY and VERB-THEME ORDER. Table 14 in the Appendix shows the
specifications of this model, and the effect plot of WORD SPECIFICITY can be found in
Figure 8. We find exactly the opposite effect of what was predicted: the preposi-
tional variant is more probable when woord ‘word’ is non-specific than when it is
specific.

6 Conclusions

Our hypotheses are repeated below.
1. The Directionality Hypothesis: the naar-construction expresses directionality,

while the transitive construction does not.
a. Prediction at the level with an open verb slot: SEMANTIC COHERENCE OF THE VERB TO

THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION will have a positive effect on the use of the preposi-
tional variant among the instances of the alternating verbs. Not confirmed.

b. Prediction at the level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot: SEMANTIC

COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION will have a positive effect on
the use of the prepositional variant among the instances of verlangen
‘desire’. Not confirmed.

c. Prediction at the level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot: SEMANTIC

COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE NAAR-CONSTRUCTION will have a positive effect on
the use of the prepositional variant among the instances of zoeken ‘search’.
Not confirmed.

2. The Longing Hypothesis: the verlang-naar-construction expresses a longing,
while the transitive verlang-construction expresses a demand.
a. Prediction at the level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot: SEMANTIC

COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE VERLANG-NAAR-CONSTRUCTION will have a positive
effect on the use of the prepositional variant among the instances of
verlangen ‘desire’. Confirmed.

Figure 8: Effect plot of WORD SPECIFICITY in the
regression model based on the data of
(naar) woord zoeken ‘search word’.
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b. Prediction at the level with only an open subject slot: the prepositional
variant will be more probable when the agent longs for a thing than when
the agent demands a thing, among the instances of (naar) ding verlangen
‘desire thing’. Confirmed.

c. Prediction at the level with only an open subject slot: the prepositional
variant will be more probable when tijd ‘time’ is used as a count noun than
when it is used as amass noun, among the instances of (naar) tijd verlangen
‘desire time’. Confirmed.

3. The Looking for Hypothesis: the zoek-naar-construction expresses a literal
looking for, while the transitive zoek-construction expresses an attempt to
make or acquire.
a. Prediction at the level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot: SEMANTIC

COHERENCE OF THE THEME TO THE ZOEK-NAAR-CONSTRUCTION will have a positive effect
on the use of the prepositional variant among the instances of zoeken
‘search’. Confirmed.

b. Prediction at the level with only an open subject slot: the prepositional
variant will be more probable when the agent is a helper than when the
agent is an aggressor, among the instances of (naar) slachtoffer zoeken
‘search victim’. Confirmed.

c. Prediction at the level with only an open subject slot: the prepositional
variant will be more probable whenwoord ‘word’ is specific than when it is
non-specific, among the instances of (naar) woord zoeken ‘search word’.
Not confirmed.

We have found that our three predictions based on the Directionality Hypothesis
have all failed. The reason for these failures becomes apparent whenwe survey the
results of the six predictions based on the Longing and Looking for Hypotheses.
These predictions have all but one been successful. When each verb employs the
alternation to express its own meaning distinction, this inevitably goes at the cost
of a more general, shared semantic contrast. Put concretely, the Directionality
Hypothesis required that the distributions of the variants for each verb were
dependent on each other. For instance, the prepositional variant was expected to
be more dominant for zoeken ‘search’ than for verlangen ‘desire’. However, the
confirmation of the Longing Hypothesis indicates that for the verb verlangen
‘desire’, the alternation expresses a distinction between a desire construed as a
demand and one construed as a longing. If language users happen to construe a
desire as a demand in approximately 50% of the instances, and as a longing in the
other 50%, this results in a 50–50% distribution between the variants for the verb
verlangen ‘desire’. Meanwhile, for the verb zoeken ‘search’, another distinction, viz.
between an attempt to make or acquire versus a literal looking for, results in
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another distribution. Crucially, the distributions of the variants among the verbs
verlangen ‘desire’ and zoeken ‘search’ are independent of one another.

Still, if we consider the Looking for Hypothesis to be confirmed, then the failure
of its thirdprediction isunexpected.Wesee threepossible scenarios that can explain
this failure. First, perhaps we misinterpreted the results in Tables 5 and 6 and
another semantic distinction is at play for the verb zoeken ‘search’, different
from ‘seek to make/acquire’ versus ‘look for’. That distinction would then have
to account both for the confirmation of Prediction a and b, and the failure of Pre-
diction c. We currently cannot think of such a distinction, however. Second, the
themewoord ‘word’may be the odd one out. Perhaps naar woord zoeken developed
as a construction in its own right, meaning ‘attempt to express something’, while
most other objects of zoeken ‘search’ do exhibit a distinction in terms of ‘seek to
make/acquire’ versus ‘look for’. Third, perhaps there is no semantic distinction at all
for the verb zoeken ‘search’ at the level with an open object slot, and the alternation
actually fully operates at a lower level. That is, perhaps all themes use the alter-
nation to express their own idiosyncratic meaning distinctions. In that case, the
success ofPredictionaof theLooking forHypothesiswouldbemerely due to chance.
We adopt the second scenario for now, because of the confirmation of Predictions a
and b of the Looking for Hypothesis. The constructional network according to this
scenario is sketched in Figure 9. Given our results, the levels in Figure 9 are good
candidates to be cognitively real, or at least, cognitively plausible.

One might wonder how exactly a semantic distinction between two construc-
tions at the level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot can develop through
the lexical originmechanism, since their verb slot is fixed. Constructions at this level
still have other open slots though, which means that the lexical origin mechanism

Figure 9: Resulting network after the corpus study, retaining only the nodes necessary to
account for the confirmed meaning distinctions.
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can operate as follows. First, an ostensible lexical bias emerges in language usage.
For instance, in absence of a meaning distinction between the verlang-naar-con-
struction and the transitive verlang-construction, we would expect the optional
prepositionnaar to occurmore often in front of complexnounphrases, following the
Complexity PrincipleofRohdenburg (1996). Inaddition, particular themes, e.g. leven
‘life’ in (14), would appearmore often in complexnounphrases thanothers. Because
of this, the theme leven ‘life’ would more often appear in the prepositional variant
than other theme. Now,when the verb verlangen ‘desire’ is combinedwith the object
leven ‘life’, the meaning of the sentence generally tends more towards ‘to long for a
life’ than towards ‘to demand a life’, as can be seen in (14). As a result, a tendency
would exist in language use where the prepositional variant of verlangen ‘desire’ is
more oftenused in instanceswhosemeaning ismore inclined towards ‘long for’ than
towards ‘demand’ – even though strictly speaking, such a semantic distinction
between both variants is not yet in place. Language users may then subconsciously
interpret this tendency as indicating an actual meaning distinction, and hence start
to use the constructions as such.

(14) Joost verlangt naar het avontuurlijke fantasierijke leven
Joost desires to the adventurous imaginative life
dat hij leidde toen hij nog klein
that he led when he still small
was. (Sonar-id: WR-P-P-H-0000151970.p.37.s3)
was
‘Joost longs for the adventurous imaginative life that he led when he
was still small.’

The goal of this paper was to tackle the following challenge: how do we hypothesize
semantic distinctions that are specific enough toyield clearly falsifiable andsuccessful
predictions regarding language variation, while only relying on general mechanisms?
We have shown that the key to dealing with this challenge is to incorporate the multi-
level nature of the constructicon into hypothesis testing. This can be done by (i) taking
a general mechanism, such as the lexical origin mechanism; (ii) sketching out the
various levels of the constructional network atwhich the alternationmay operate; and
(iii) systematically applying that mechanism at various levels.

If we would have taken the alternation at face value, and only applied
the lexical origin mechanism at the level with an open verb slot, then all our
predictions would have failed. We would have been confronted with the exact
same problem as Lenci (2012: 14) and Perek (2014: 64). That is, the notion of
directionality is too vague to explain the specific meaning distinctions found for
the naar-alternation in our corpus study. Still, the underlying lexical origin
mechanism is in fact perfectly able to explain and predict these distinctions. It just
needs to be applied at the proper level. That is the crucial point of this paper: if
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there are no clear indications at which level in the constructicon an alternation
operates, then it is advisable to systematically formulate and test hypotheses at
various levels. Doing so allows us to substantially increase the descriptive
coverage of cognitive linguistics, without incurring a loss in theoretical simplicity:
no additional theoretical mechanisms are needed.

Our results indicate that the Dutch naar-alternation primarily operates at the
level with an open object slot and a fixed verb slot. This could be interpreted as
supporting a lexical approach to argument structure (e.g.Müller andWechsler 2014)
in contrast to a phrasal approach (e.g. Goldberg 2013). Such an interpretation would
miss the point, however. For one, other studies have shown that other alternations
do operate at a more schematic level (e.g. Colleman 2009; Pijpops and Speelman
2017). For another, we fully expect diversity in the levels at which alternations
operate, based on usage-based theory. According to usage-based theory, one of the
primary reasons that variation exists is to answer a functional need of the language
user (Diessel 2015; Van de Velde 2014). This functional need may manifest itself at
any level of in the vertical dimension. For instance, it is rather convenient for the
language user to be able to express the semantic distinction between ‘demand’ and
‘long for’ for the verb verlangen ‘desire’ – but this distinction is useless for other
verbs, such as zoeken ‘search’. Similarly, the semantic distinctions that Lenci (2012)
observed for the Italian verbs decidere ‘decide’ and rimproverare ‘reproach’ are very
useful distinctions to be able to express – but only for these specific verbs. By
contrast, in the English dative alternation, it is convenient to be able to express the
same semantic distinction between ‘transfer of possession’ versus ‘physical move-
ment’ for a whole number of alternating verbs. In sum, since a functional needmay
manifest itself at any level of in the vertical dimension, some alternations operate at
a low level in the constructional network, while others operate at a higher level (cf.
Boas 2014; Croft 2003; Pedersen 2019). The proposed multi-level procedure can be
used to find out at which level it operates.

This procedure is obviously still in need of refinement. For one, there are still
serious practical difficulties in investigating an alternation at low levels in the ver-
tical dimension. At the lower levels, the number of potential constructions increases
exponentially, as can be seen in Figure 1 (cf. Iwata 2008: 212). Meanwhile, as we add
restrictions to our dataset, e.g. by restricting it to particular verbs and themes, the
number of observations in a dataset goes down, and data scarcity becomes a prob-
lem. Still, these practical difficulties should not keep us from testing hypotheses at
these lower levels, when doing so is theoretically desirable and practically feasible.
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Appendix

Table : Specifications of a regression model at the level with an open verb slot with VERB as
a fixed effect.

AIC: ,. Transitive observations: ,
C-index: . Prepositional observations

(success level):
,

Fixed effects Level Estimate Standard error Z-value p-value

Intercept −. . −. <.
VERB zoeken ‘search’ Reference level

opbellen ‘phone’ −. . −. <.
jagen ‘hunt’ −. . −. .
schoppen ‘kick’ −. . −. .
bellen ‘phone’ . . . <.
grijpen ‘grab’ . . . <.
vissen ‘fish’ . . . <.
grabbelen
‘scramble’

. . . <.

verlangen
‘desire’

. . . <.

peilen ‘gauge’ . . . <.
telefoneren
‘phone’

. . . <.

graaien ‘grasp’ . . . <.
happen ‘snap’ . . . <.

COUNTRY Belgium
The Netherlands −. . −. <.

THEME COMPLEXITY −. . −. .
VERB-THEME ORDER Theme-verb

Verb-theme . . . <.
Interaction THEME

COMPLEXITY and
VERB-THEME ORDER

Theme-verb
Verb-theme . . . <.

Random effect Number of levels Variance Standard
deviation

CORPUS COMPONENT  . .
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Figure 10: Effect plot of VERB in the regression model presented in Table 12, with the verbs
ordered according to increasing estimated probability of the prepositional variant.

Table : Specifications of a regression model for (naar) slachtoffer zoeken ‘search victim’.

AIC: . Transitive observations: 

C-index: . Prepositional observations
(success level):



Fixed effects Level Estimate Standard
error

Z-value p-value

Intercept −. . −. <.
AGENT TYPE Aggressor Reference level

Helper . . . <.
COUNTRY Belgium Reference level

The Netherlands . . . .
THEME COMPLEXITY −. . −. .
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